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ECO-ADVENTURES
 RAINFOREST WILDLIFE SANCTUARY
Be greeted by a naturalist guide after an eight mile coastal drive to this
private 40 acre reserve. Meander down an improved trail that
transitions to a boardwalk over a grassy wetland. The trail runs
alongside Eagle Creek that attracts spawning salmon, bears, and eagles.
After the trail walk, visit the Alaska Wildlife’s Reindeer Exhibit, tour a
historic sawmill, watch a Master Native totem carver at work and visit
the Alaska Wildlife Foundation’s Raptor Center. Shop in the general store
before the coach ride back to Ketchikan. Tour operated by the Alaska
Rainforest Sanctuary from May to September on a scheduled basis.
 Enjoy this fully guided experience with a naturalist!
 Walk through and enjoy the lush rainforest!
 Best wildlife viewing location accessible by road!
 Discover unique items and enjoy a snack at the store!
 Tour length is 2 hours 45 minutes including transfers.
 RAINFOREST SANCTUARY & CRAB FEAST
Experience two of Ketchikan's highlights on this combination eco-tour
and crab feast. Enjoy a guided walk into a dense rainforest in Herring
Cove. See a Native totem carver at work and visit Alaska Wildlife
Foundation’s Raptor Center and Reindeer exhibit, before heading to the
lodge for a crab feast. Enjoy freshly cooked Dungeness crab in a
spectacular lodge setting along George Inlet.
 Two great Alaskan experiences in one tour!
 Great wildlife viewing at Herring Cove!
 Peaceful rustic setting at George Inlet lodge!
 All-you-can-eat crab!
 Tour length is 4 hours including transfers.
 ADVENTURE KART EXPEDITION
Sit back, strap yourself in, and hit the accelerator for the adventure of a
lifetime! Mountain trails through a privately owned timber harvested
area offer the perfect venue for off-road challenges. Learn about the
history, culture and economy of Ketchikan as you are transported by
motorcoach to this rainforest wilderness. A comfortable pace is
maintained as you thread your way around steep curves. Tour operated
by Adventure Karts LLC from May to September on a scheduled basis.
 Experience the rugged Alaskan wilderness!
 The off-road adventure in a specially designed kart!
 Enjoy 14 miles of mountainous terrain!
 Views of Behm Canal, Tongass National Forest and the Inside Passage!
 A snack and bottled water served at half way point!
 Tour length is 3 hours 15 minutes including transfers.
NOTES FOR KARTS: Driver’s must provide a current license and be at least 16 years old.
Minors must be accompanied by an adult and have parental consent. Weight requirement is 40-300 lbs. Minimum height is 50 inches. Karts accommodate two people. Guest
with neck or back problems and expectant mothers should not participate on this tour.
Waiver required. Rain gear and helmets provided, gloves recommended.

Find us on Facebook: Spirit of Alaska Tours • 907.225.8400
www.spiritofalaskatours.com • tours@spiritofalasktours.com

Taquan Air operates tours within the Tongass National Forest under a special
use permit from the U.S. Forest Service, and is an equal opportunity provider.

RAINFOREST ZIPLINE ADVENTURES

F L O AT P L A N E T O U R S

BEAR VIEWING TOURS

 ULTIMATE CANOPY & ZIPLINE EXPEDITION
JUNEAU, AK ∙ This award winning experience begins with a jet boat
crossing of Gastineau Channel. After a beach landing and base camp
outfitting, you’ll ride in a Unimog up the steep hillside to the drop off
point. Here you’ll learn the art of zipping and then step off for one
exhilarating zip line after another. This is a thrilling adventure above the
hidden ruins of one of the world’s largest gold mines. In all there are 10
ziplines, 13 lofty platforms and 2 suspension bridges. From the final
platform, you’ll rappel to the forest below. Tour operated by Alaska
Canopy Adventures from May to September on a scheduled basis.
 Experience a high speed watercraft & 4 x 4 vehicle!
 Discover Treadwell Mine ruins from 13 lofty tree platforms!
 Water front base camp location with breathtaking views of Juneau!
 Rappel down from the final platform!
 Tour length is 3 hours 15 minutes with transfers.

 CLASSIC MISTY FJORDS FLIGHTSEEING
Soar over glacier carved fjords, cascading waterfalls and jewel-like lakes,
only accessible by floatplane. Watch for sightings of mountain goat, bear,
deer, wolves, whales and eagles. Land on a remote lake or fjord to absorb
the beauty and serenity. State-of-the-art equipment and digital narration
provided. Tour operated by Taquan Air from May to September on a
scheduled basis.
 Ketchikan’s most popular flight seeing trip!
 A water landing on an alpine lake or remote fjord!
 Full tour narration and guaranteed window seats!
 Fly with Ketchikan’s only Medallion Shield Carrier!
 Tour length is 2 hours including transfers.

 BEAR COUNTRY WILDLIFE EXPEDITION
You will be guided by a naturalist who will bring the rich rainforest to life
as you meander along an improved trail. Watch for bears from the safety
of above ground platforms and bridges which maximize your viewing
experience. The trail transforms to a boardwalk over grassy wetlands,
alongside Eagle Creek. After wildlife viewing you will visit reindeer, a
historic sawmill, Master Native totem carver and Alaska Wildlife
Foundation’s Raptor Center. Tour operated by Alaska Rainforest
Sanctuary from July to September on a scheduled basis.
 Only drive up bear viewing location in Southeast Alaska!
 Small, intimate groups guided by an experienced naturalist!
 Amazing wildlife and photographic opportunities!
 Elevated bridges, boardwalks, and viewing decks!
 Tour length is 3 hours 15 minutes including transfers.

 RAINFOREST CANOPY & ZIPLINE EXPEDITION
KETCHIKAN, AK ∙ Get ready for the thrill of a lifetime with the
adrenaline packed zipline adventure above Ketchikan’s forest. After a
beautiful eight mile coastal drive, you’ll be transported up the steep
hillside aboard a Unimog 4 x 4 all-terrain vehicle. Its here you’ll learn the
art of zipping and before you know it; you’ve got a bird’s eye view of the
forest canopy! This high wire adventure includes 3 suspension bridges,
11 lofty platforms and 8 dual ziplines…incuding the pulse-pounding
Ben’s Revenge! Tour operated by Alaska Canopy Adventures from May
to September on a scheduled basis.
 8 mile coastal drive & then the mountain ascent in a 4x4 vehicle!
 Discover wildlife from 11 lofty tree platforms!
 Water front course with breathtaking views of Herring Cove!
 Zip from the final platform to a 55 foot tower!
 Tour length is 3 hours 30 minutes with transfers.
 BEAR CREEK ZIPLINE ADVENTURE
KETCHIKAN, AK ∙ You are about to enter the fun zone in Ketchikan’s
rainforest on the Bear Creek Zipline Adventure! This one of kind ecotour has something for everyone. We’ve combined the best of Alaska: a
four wheeling ride in a Unimog, 7 thrilling ziplines above the forest
canopy and one sky bridge crossing high above Bear Creek fall. From
the final platform, you’ll rappel to the forest below before zooming
down a 250 mountain slide. Tour operated by Alaska Canopy
Adventures from May to September on a scheduled basis.
 8 mile coastal drive & then the mountain ascent in a 4 x 4 vehicle!
 Discover Herring Cove from 9 lofty tree platforms!
 Rappel from the final platform to the forest floor!
 Zoom down the 250 foot mountain slide!
 Tour length is 3 hours 30 minutes with transfers.
NOTES FOR ZIPLINE ADVENTURES: Weight limitations are 70, 80, or 90 lbs. with a maximum
of 250 lbs. Minimum height 50 – 60 inches. Full use of limbs required. Pregnant women,
guests with injuries or seizure disorders or that have back /neck problems are not allowed.
Waiver required. Minors must be accompanied by an adult. Close toed shoes required.
Long pants and layered clothing recommended. Rain jacket provided.

 ALPS, EAGLES & TOTEMS
Experience a richly forested fjord lined with massive granite cliffs,
waterfalls and lakes. See rustic Herring Cove, the Revilla island coast
and the many totem poles. Includes a complimentary narration by the
pilot. Watch for mountain goats. Tour operated by Taquan Air year
round based on demand.
 Spectacular mountain scenery!
 Full tour narration and guaranteed window seats!
 Thrilling take-off and landing!
 Ask about the deluxe with a lake landing!
 Tour length is 1 hour 15 minutes including transfers.
 ALASKA BUSH PILOT TOUR
Superb scenery and stops at fascinating outposts on this true bush pilot
experience. Join us on a scheduled mail run that may include historic
native villages, remote camps, and colorful fishing communities. Each
stop is a unique photographic opportunity. Tour operated by Taquan Air
year round on a scheduled basis.
 See the Alaska that others do not get to see!
 Ride along on a scheduled bush mail flight!
 Fly in the famous Dehavilland Beaver with a Medallion Shield Carrier!
 Rare wildlife viewing opportunities!
 Tour length is 1 to 3 hours including transfers.
 FLIGHTSEEING & CRAB FEAST
Imagine the classic Alaskan experience of flying in a bush plane and dining
on all-you-can-eat Dungeness Crab. Once you arrive at the lodge, you will
have the choice of wine or Alaskan beer and a smoked salmon appetizer. The
meal includes an oriental salad, crab, potatoes and dessert... Cheesecake with
Blueberries. Imagine the classic Alaskan experience of flying in a bush plane
and dining on all-you-can-eat Dungeness Crab! Tour operated by Taquan Air
and Experience Alaska Tours from May to September on a scheduled basis.
 Fly in a classic De Havilland Beaver!
 Guaranteed window seats for the mountain views!
 Receive a world class meal in a beautiful setting!
 Fully narrated air tour and a coastal drive!
 Tour length is 3 hours including transfers.

 ALASKA BEAR ADVENTURE
We fly you to one of two prime bear viewing hideaways in a pristine
rainforest area, just 20 minutes by floatplane from Ketchikan. An easy
¼ mile hike brings you to a wildlife viewing platform overlooking an
abundant spawning stream, where black bears feed on returning
salmon. Tour operated by Taquan Air from July to September on a
scheduled basis.
 Be guided through the Tongass National Forest!
 Become one of a small group of visitors!
 In flight narration & window seats guaranteed!
 Tour length is 3 hours 15 minutes including transfers.
 ANAN CREEK BEAR WATCH
Few natural places in North America offer the world class wildlife viewing
found from the US Forest Service observatory at Anan Creek. After a ½
mile hike, you may see both brown and black bear feeding on the large
runs of salmon returning to the falls. Tour operated by Taquan Air from
July to August and based on demand..
 Access strictly controlled by USFS
special permit, to protect resources.
 Spectacular round trip flight!
 Beach landing at remote viewing site!
 See both black and brown bear gather!
 Visit a rich salmon spawning stream!
 Tour length is 4 hours 30 minutes
including transfers.
NOTES FOR BEAR VIEWING TOURS: Wear
comfortable walking shoes, layered clothing
and a waterproof outer layer. Rain ponchos
available as needed. No food allowed.
Wildlife viewing time will vary and sightings
cannot be guaranteed. Children must be
accompanied by an adult (age restrictions
may apply).

